Abstract. This paper is a sequel to our previous work in which we found a combinatorial realization of continued fractions as quotients of the number of perfect matchings of snake graphs. We show how this realization reflects the convergents of the continued fractions as well as the Euclidean division algorithm. We apply our findings to establish results on sums of squares, palindromic continued fractions, Markov numbers and other statements in elementary number theory.
Introduction
Snake graphs are planar graphs that appeared first in the theory of cluster algebras. Cluster algebras are subalgebras of a field of rational functions generated by cluster variables [FZ] . A special type of cluster algebras are those associated to marked surfaces, see [FST, FT] , which have been studied by many people, see for example [BZh, FG, GSV, FeSTu, QZ] . For these cluster algebras it was shown in [MS, MSW] that for every cluster variable there is a snake graph such that the cluster variable is given as a sum over all perfect matchings of the snake graph, where each term in this sum is a Laurent monomial in two types of variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N and y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N . In [MSW2] , this formula was used to construct canonical bases for the cluster algebra using snake graphs and also band graphs, which are obtained from snake graphs by identifying two edges. One special case was later provided in [CLS] . These results were generalized to orbifolds in [CT, FeTu] .
In our previous work, [CS, CS2, CS3] , we studied snake graphs from an abstract point of view, and constructed a ring of snake graphs and band graphs which reflects the relations between the elements of cluster algebras of surface type in terms of bijections between sets of perfect matchings of unions of snake and band graphs.
In our most recent paper [CS4] , we established a bijection between continued fractions [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] and snake graphs G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ], such that the number of perfect matchings of the snake graph equals the numerator of the continued fraction.
Moreover, we showed that this equation of natural numbers can be lifted to the cluster algebra by expressing the cluster variables as Laurent polynomials in x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N . In this formula the y-variables were set to 1, meaning that the cluster algebra has trivial coefficients. In [R] , this formula was generalized to include the y-variables.
Thus we have a formula that writes a cluster variable u, which is a Laurent polynomial in variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ,y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N , as the numerator of a continued fraction of Laurent polynomials L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n such that, when we specialize all variables x i = y i = 1, we obtain m(G) = numerator of [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ], where m(G) is the number of perfect matchings of the snake graph G and a i is the specialization of L i .
A different specialization has been studied in [LS] , setting x i = 1, y 2 = y 3 = · · · = y N = −t −1 , and y 1 = t −2 . Curiously, this specialization computes the Jones polynomial of the 2-bridge link associated to the continued fraction.
In this paper, we concentrate on the specialization x i = y i = 1. We apply our results from [CS] - [CS4] to establish several statements in elementary number theory. First, we note how certain automorphisms of the snake graph translate to the continued fractions.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.7). A snake graph has a rotational symmetry at its center tile if and only if the corresponding continued fraction is palindromic of even length.
Given a pair of relatively prime integers p, q, we construct a center tile rotationally symmetric snake graph G such that the number of perfect matchings of G is p 2 + q 2 and deduce the following corollary.
Corollary A (Corollary 3.11).
(a) If M is a sum of two squares then there exists a palindromic continued fraction whose numerator is M . (b) For each positive integer M , the number of ways M can be written as a sum of two squares is exactly one half of the number of palindromic even length continued fractions with numerator M .
We also study palindromic snake graphs of odd length and give a formula whose numerator is a difference of two squares; however this formula is not reduced.
We characterize palindromic continued fractions as follows.
Theorem B (Theorem 3.19). A continued fraction
p q = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] is palindromic if and only if p divides q 2 + (−1) n . Moreover, in this case, the quotient
is the numerator of the palindromic continued fraction [a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a n−1 ].
We then apply our results to Markov numbers. By definition, these are the integer solutions to the Markov equation x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 3xyz. It was shown in [BBH, Pr] that Markov numbers correspond to the cluster variables of the cluster algebra of the torus with one puncture. The snake graphs of these cluster variables are therefore called Markov snake graphs. Each Markov number, hence each Markov snake graph, is determined by a line segment from (0, 0) to a point (q, p) with a pair of relatively prime integers and 0 < p < q. We give a simple realization of the Markov snake graph using the Christoffel path from the origin to the point (q, p). This is the maximal height lattice path that lies below the line segment from the origin to (q, p).
The Markov snake graph is obtained by arranging tiles of side length 1/2 along the Christoffel path. It follows that the Markov snake graphs have palindromic continued fractions and we obtain the following.
Theorem C (Theorem 4.1). Every Markov number, except 1, is a sum of two squares.
Let us mention that infinite continued fractions were used in [S1] to express the Lagrange number √ 9m 2 − 4/m of a Markov number m. Our approach here is different, since we express the Markov number itself as the numerator of a finite continued fraction. See also [S2] for an explicit connection between geodesics on the modular surface (the quotient of the hyperbolic plane by the modular group) and continued fractions.
Finally, we study Markov band graphs which are constructed from the Markov snake graphs by adding 3 tiles and then identifying two edges. Geometrically, the Markov band graphs correspond to the closed simple curve obtained by moving the arc of the Markov snake graph infinitesimally away from the puncture. This result has an interesting connection to number theory, because if (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) is a solution of the Markov equation x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 3xyz then (3m 1 , 3m 2 , 3m 3 ) is a solution of the equation x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = xyz. Let us point out some other combinatorial approaches to continued fractions. In [BQS] the authors gave a combinatorial interpretation of continued fractions as the number of ways to tile a strip of length n with dominoes of length two and stackable squares of length one. This was used in [BZ] to prove that every prime of the form 4m + 1 is the sum of two squares. In [AB] , certain palindromic conditions on the coefficients of an infinite continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , ....] were used to deduce transcendence of the corresponding real number. The authors also considered weaker quasi-palindromic conditions of which our 'almost palindromes' of section 3.3 are a special case. See also section 9 of the survey [AA] .
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall results from earlier work and give a snake graph interpretation of the convergents of the continued fraction as well as for the Euclidean division algorithm. We study palindromic snake graphs in section 3 and Markov numbers in section 4.
We would like to thank Keith Conrad for helpful comments.
Continued fractions in terms of snake graphs
A continued fraction is an expression of the form [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = a 1 + 1 a 2 + 1 . . . + 1 a n where the a i are integers (unless stated otherwise) and a n = 0. A continued fraction is called positive if each a i is a positive integer, and it is called even if each a i is a nonzero even (possibly negative) integer. A continued fraction [a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ] is called simple if for each i ≥ 1 we have a i ≥ 1 and a 0 is an arbitrary integer. In this paper, continued fractions are positive unless stated otherwise. Even continued fractions and their snake graphs have been studied in [LS] , and we recall some of their results below. In [HW] , as in most textbooks, continued fractions are written as [a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ] and are simple. Our choice is not really restrictive, because if a 0 ≤ 1 then [a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ] = −|a 0 | + 1/[a 1 , . . . , a n ] = [|a 0 |, a 1 , . . . , a n ] − 2|a 0 |.
2.1.
The snake graph of a continued fraction. Following [CS4] , for every continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ], we construct a snake graph G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] in such a way that the number of perfect matchings of the snake graph is equal to the numerator of the continued fraction. A perfect matching of a graph is a subset P of the set of edges such that every vertex of the graph is incident to exactly one edge in P .
Recall that a snake graph G is a connected planar graph consisting of a finite sequence of tiles G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G d with d ≥ 1, such that G i and G i+1 share exactly one edge e i and this edge is either the north edge of G i and the south edge of G i+1 or the east edge of G i and the west edge of G i+1 , for each i = 1, . . . , d − 1. See Figure 1 for a complete list of snake graphs with 4 tiles. We denote by SW G the 2 element set containing the south and the west edge of the first tile of G and by G NE the 2 element set containing the north and the east edge of the last tile of G. A snake graph G is called straight if all its tiles lie in one column or one row, and a snake graph is called zigzag if no three consecutive tiles are straight. We say that two snake graphs are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as graphs.
A sign function f on a snake graph G is a map f from the set of edges of G to the set {+, −} such that on every tile in G the north and the west edge have the same sign, the south and the east edge have the same sign and the sign on the north edge is opposite to the sign on the south edge. The snake graph G is determined by a sequence of tiles G 1 , . . . , G d and a sign function f on the interior edges e 1 , . . . , e d−1 of G. Denote by e 0 ∈ SW G the south edge of the first tile and choose an edge e d ∈ G NE . Then we obtain a sign sequence
This sequence uniquely determines the snake graph together with a choice of a northeast edge e d ∈ G NE . Now let [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] be a continued fraction with all a i ≥ 1, and let d = a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a n − 1. Consider the following sign sequence (2.2) (− , . . . , − , , . . . , , − , . . . , − , . . . , ± , . . . , ± ), where
if i is even. Thus each integer a i corresponds to a maximal subsequence of constant sign sgn(a i ) in the sequence (2.2). We let i denote the position of the last term in the i-th subsequence, thus i = i j=1 a j . The snake graph G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] of the continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] is the snake graph with d tiles determined by the sign sequence (2.2). Examples are given in Figures 1 and 2 . Note that the two choices of the edge e d in G NE will produce the two continued fractions [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] and [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n − 1, 1]; however these two continued fractions correspond to the same rational number, since 1 a n − 1 + 1 1 = 1 a n .
The following theorem is the key result of [CS4] . It gives a combinatorial realization of continued fractions as quotients of cardinalities of sets.
and the right hand side is a reduced fraction.
Example 2.2. In Figure 3 , we show the set of all perfect matchings of several snake graphs.
Remark 2.3. In [LS] the construction is generalized to even continued fractions and it is shown that if the same rational number is represented as a positive continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] and as an even continued fraction [b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ] then the snake graphs associated to [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] and [b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ] are isomorphic.
2.2. Convergents. Then n-th convergent of the continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s ] is the continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ], for 1 ≤ n ≤ s. By Theorem 2.1, we have that the numerator of n-th convergent is the number of perfect matchings of the initial segment G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] of G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s ] and the denominator of the n-th 6İLKE Ç ANAKÇ I AND RALF SCHIFFLER Figure 3 . Small snake graphs and their perfect matchings,
convergent is the number of perfect matchings of G[a 2 , . . . , a n ]. Define
and q 1 = 1 , q 2 = a 2 , q n = a n q n−1 + q n−2 , for n ≥ 3. It is well known that the n-th convergent of the continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s ] is equal to p n /q n , see for example [HW, Theorem 149] . where the number in the tile G i indicates the number of perfect matchings of the subsnake graph given by the first i tiles. The top row shows the snake graphs corresponding to the numerators of the convergents, and the bottom row those corresponding to the denominators. Note that all the snake graphs in the top row are initial segments of the first snake graph in that row. The snake graphs in the second row are obtained from those in the first row by removing the 4 vertices of the initial tile and all incident edges.
Division algorithm.
Proposition 2.5. Let p, q be relatively prime integers with p > q > 0. Then (a) p/q has a positive continued fraction expansion p/q = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] which is unique up to replacing the coefficient a n by the two coefficients a n − 1, 1. (b) if p or q is even, then p/q has a unique even continued fraction expansion. (c) if p and q are both odd then p/q does not have an even continued fraction expansion.
Proof. Part (a) is well-known and follows easily from the Euclidean division algorithm, see for example [HW, Theorem 161] . Parts (b) and (c) were shown in [LS] . The proof of part (b) uses a variant of the division algorithm illustrated in the example below.
Example 2.6. Let us compute the continued fraction of Example 2.4. The Euclidean algorithm on the left gives the continued fraction [2, 3, 1, 2, 3] = 84/37. The algorithm on the right gives the even continued fraction [2, 4, −4, 2, −2] = 84/37. 84 = 2 · 37 + 10 84 = 2 · 37 + 10 37 = 3 · 10 + 7 37 = 4 · 10 + (−3) 10 = 1 · 7 + 3 10 = (−4)(−3) + (−2) 7 = 2 · 3 + 1
We point out that the remainders can also be realized as numbers of perfect matchings of subgraphs of the snake graph if one starts counting at the north east end of the snake graph and the division algorithm can be seen as a sequence of identities of snake graphs as follows. These identities mean that there is a bijection between the sets of perfect matchings of the snake graphs on either side. For the even continued fraction, the computation has the following realization in terms of snake graphs. 
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Palindromification
The rotation of a snake graph by 180 degrees as well as the flips at the lines y = x and y = −x produce isomorphic snake graphs. We start by describing the action of these isomorphisms on the continued fractions. First note that we have an equality
because the change in the continued fraction corresponds simply to changing the choice of the edge e d ∈ G NE . Note that if a n = 1, then in the above equation, the coefficient a n − 1 is zero. However, it is easy to see that [a 1 , . . . , a, 0, b, . . . , a n ] = [a 1 , . . . , a + b, . . . , a n ].
1 Thus if a n = 1 then G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n − 1, 1] = G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n−1 + 1].
Proposition 3.1. We have the following isomorphisms.
(a) The flip at y = x.
(c) The rotation by 180 degrees.
Proof. This follows directly from the construction.
In particular, we obtain a new proof of the following classical result.
Corollary 3.2. The continued fractions [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] and [a n . . . , a 2 , a 1 ] have the same numerator. A continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] is said to be of even length if n is even . It is called palindromic if the sequences (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) and (a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 ) are equal.
A snake graph G is called palindromic if it is the snake graph of a palindromic continued fraction. Moreover G is called palindromic of even length if it is the snake graph of a palindromic continued fraction of even length.
A snake graph G has a rotational symmetry at its center tile if G has a tile G i , such that the rotation about 180
• at the center of this tile is an automorphism of G.
See Figure 4 for examples.
Remark 3.5. To avoid confusion, we emphasize that if a snake graph G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] is palindromic of even length, the word "even" refers to the number n of entries in the continued fraction. Thus "even length" means that the continued fraction is of even length and not that the snake graph has an even number of tiles. Actually we shall show below that palindromic snake graphs of even length always have an odd number of tiles.
Remark 3.6. If a snake graph G has a rotational symmetry at its center tile then the number of tiles of G must be odd and the center tile is the i-th tile of G, where i = (d + 1)/2 and d is the total number of tiles.
Theorem 3.7. A snake graph is palindromic of even length if and only if it has a rotational symmetry at its center tile.
Proof. Suppose first that G is a palindromic snake graph of even length with corresponding palindromic continued fraction [a 1 , . . . , a n , a n , . . . , a 1 ], and let d be the number of tiles of G. From the construction in section 2, we know that the sign sequence determined by the continued fraction has length d + 1 = 2(a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a n ). This shows that d is odd. Let i = (d + 1)/2, and let G i be the i-th tile of G. Thus G i is the center tile of G. Therefore, the subgraph consisting of the first i − 1 tiles of G is isomorphic to G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ], the subgraph consisting of the last i − 1 tiles of G is isomorphic to G[a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 ] and the 3 consecutive tiles G i−1 , G i , G i+1 form a straight subgraph. Thus the rotation by 180
• at the center of G i is an automorphism of G.
Conversely, if G has a rotational symmetry at its center tile G i , then the 3 consecutive tiles G i−1 , G i , G i+1 form a straight subgraph, and thus the sign changes from the interior edge e i−1 to the interior edge e i . Consequently, if the subgraph given by the first i − 1 tiles of G is of the form G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s ] and the subgraph given by the last i − 1 tiles of G is of the form G[a s+1 , . . . , a n ], then because of the sign change at the tile G i , we conclude that G = G[a 1 , . . . , a s , a s+1 , . . . , a n ]. The rotational symmetry now implies that the sequences (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a s ) and (a n , a n−1 , . . . , a s+1 ) are equal, as long as we choose the edge e d ∈ G NE to be the north edge such that e d is the image of the edge e 0 under this rotation. This shows that G is palindromic of even length. Given a snake graph G, we can construct a palindromic snake graph of even length G ↔ by glueing two copies of G to a new center tile. This graph is called the palindromification of G. More precisely, if G = G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ], then its palindromification is the snake graph G ↔ = G[a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ].
Theorem 3.9. Let [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = p n q n . Then
[a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = p 2 n + q 2 n p n−1 p n + q n−1 q n .
Moreover, the expression on the right hand side is a reduced fraction.
Proof. Because of Theorem 2.1, we have [a n , . . . , a 1 , a 1 , . . . , a n ] = m(G[a n , . . . , a 1 , a 1 , . . . , a n ]) m(G[a n−1 , . . . , a 1 , a 1 , . . . , a n ]) , and the fraction on the right hand side is reduced. Using [CS4, Theorem 5.1] this is equal to
which, by symmetry, is equal to
which is equal to the fraction in the theorem. Moreover, since we manipulated numerator and denominator separately, this fraction is still reduced. (b) For each positive integer N , the number of ways one can write N as a sum of two squares is equal to one half of the number of palindromic snake graphs of even length with N perfect matchings.
(c) For each positive integer N , the number of ways one can write N as a sum of two squares is equal to one half of the number of palindromic continued fractions of even length with numerator N .
Proof. Let p > q ≥ 1 be such that N = p 2 + q 2 and gcd(p, q) = 1, and let [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = p q be the continued fraction of the quotient. Combining Theorem 3.9 and Theorem 2.1, we see that G[a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] has N perfect matchings. This shows part (a). Parts (b) and (c) follow from the bijections of [CS4, Theorem 4.1].
Example 3.12. The integer 5 can be written uniquely as sum of two squares as 5 = 2 2 + 1 2 . The even length palindromic continued fractions with numerator 5 are [2, 2] and [1, 1, 1, 1], corresponding to the snake graphs , respectively.
Theorem 3.9 is also valid as an equation of snake graph in the snake ring defined in [CS3] . We record it here for completeness.
Theorem 3.13. Let G = G[a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] be a snake graph and G ↔ its palindromification. Let G = G[a 2 , . . . , a n ]. Then
Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 3.9.
3.2. Odd palindromes. For odd length palindromic continued fractions we have a similar result describing the numerator as a difference of two squares.
Theorem 3.14. Let [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = p n q n and [a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a n ] = q n r n . Then
[a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = p 2 n − r 2 n p n−1 p n − r n−1 r n .
Remark 3.15. The fraction on the right hand side of the equation is not reduced. The greatest common divisor of the numerator and the denominator is a 1 .
Proof. Because of Theorem 2.1, we have [a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] = m(G[a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ]) m(G[a n−1 , . . . , a 2 , a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ]) .
Using part(b) of [CS4, Theorem 5 .1] with i = n and j = 0, we see that the numerator is equal to
which, by symmetry, is equal to p 2 n − r 2 n a 1 .
Moreover, this is an integer, since it is the number of perfect matchings of a snake graph. On the other hand, again using [CS4, Theorem 5.1], but now with i = n − 1 and j = 0, the denominator is equal to
which is equal to p n−1 p n − r n−1 r n a 1 .
This proves the theorem. 3.3. Squares and almost palindromes. One can also realize the square of the numerator of a continued fraction [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] as the numerator of a continued fraction that is almost palindromic.
Then
[a 1 , . . . , a n−1 , a n + 1, a n − 1, a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ] = p 2 pq + (−1) n .
Proof. It follows from the formula for grafting with a single edge of [CS2, section 3.3 case 3] that the numerator of the left hand side is equal to N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 , a n ] N [a n − 1, a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ] + N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ] N [a n , a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ], which can be written as p (N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 , a n − 1] + N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ]), and from the recursive definition of convergents it follows that the term in parentheses is also equal to p. This shows that the numerators on both sides agree. The denominator on the left hand side is equal to N [a 2 , . . . , a n−1 , a n + 1, a n − 1, a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ] and using the grafting with a single edge formula again, this is equal to N [a 2 , . . . , a n−1 , a n ] N [a n − 1, a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ] + N [a 2 , . . . , a n−1 ] N [a n , a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ]. Now using part (b) of [CS4, Theorem 5 .2] with i = 2 and i + j = n − 1 on the second summand, we see that the above expression is equal to N [a 2 , . . . , a n−1 , a n ] N [a n − 1, a n−1 , . . . , a 1 ] + N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ] N [a 2 , . . . , a n ] + (−1) n = N [a 2 , . . . , a n−1 , a n ] (N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 , a n − 1] + N [a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ]) + (−1)
Example 3.18. = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ]. Then [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] is palindromic if and only if p divides q 2 + (−1) n . Moreover, in this case, the quotient
Proof. Suppose [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ] is palindromic. Let 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n−1 ] be its n − 1-st convergent. By palindromicity, we have p n−1 = q. Now the following wellknown formula for convergents
shows that p q n−1 = q 2 + (−1) n . Moreover, q n−1 is the numerator of [a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a n−1 ]. Conversely, assume that p divides q 2 + (−1) n , and let [a n , . . . , a 2 , a 1 ] = p s
. Thus s = p n−1 . Again using equation (3.1), we see that q n−1 = qs+(−1) n p , and thus p divides qs + (−1) n . Then using our assumption, p divides the difference q 2 + (−1) n − (qs + (−1) n ) = q(q − s). Since p and q are relatively prime, this implies that p divides q − s. But we have p > |q − s| and therefore q − s = 0. Consequently
Example 3.20. 
An integer is called a Markov number if it is a member of a Markov triple. Frobenius conjectured in 1913 that the largest number in a Markov triple determines the other two. This is known as the uniqueness conjecture for Markov numbers. For an account of the history and many attempts of solving this conjecture see the monograph [A] . It is known that every other Fibonacci number is a Markov number and so is every other Pell number. Examples of Markov triples are (1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1), (2, 5, 1), (13, 5, 1), (13, 5, 194) , (2897, 5, 194) .
In this sequence each triple is obtained from the previous one by the exchange relation
It has been shown in [BBH, Pr] that the Markov triples are related to the clusters of the cluster algebra associated to the torus with one puncture. This relation is given explicitly by sending a cluster to the triple obtained by setting the three initial cluster variables equal to 1. The above sequence of Markov triples corresponds to a sequence of mutations in the cluster algebra. Since the cluster variables are computed by snake graphs, we can interpret the Markov numbers in terms of snake graphs.
Given a slope p/q with p < q, gcd(p, q) = 1, there is the associated Markov number m p/q . Take the torus with one puncture and usual covering in the plane such that the cluster variables x 1 , x 2 correspond to the standard basis vectors e 1 , e 2 of the plane. Let x 3 correspond to the line segment between the point (1, 0) and (0, 1). The line segment from (0, 0) to (q, p) represents the cluster variable whose numerator has m p/q terms counting multiplicities, see Figure 5 . This line has slope p/q and has a crossing pattern with the standard grid of the following form
meaning that the line crosses v 1 vertical edges, then one horizontal edge, then v 2 vertical edges, and so on. The v i are computed using the floor function as follows.
Note that |v i − v j | ≤ 1, and v i = v p−i . Moreover, since the points (0, 0), (q, p) are the only lattice points on the line segment we have v 1 ≤ v i , for all i and
The total number of crossings with vertical edges is v 1 + v 2 + · · · + v p = q − 1 and the total number of crossings with horizontal edges is p − 1.
In the triangulation corresponding to the initial cluster (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), the line also crosses the diagonals x 3 . In fact, every other crossing is with x 3 . Therefore, the corresponding snake graph G has (p − 1) tiles for the crossings with x 1 , (q − 1) tiles for the crossings with x 2 and p + q − 1 tiles for the crossings with x 3 ; and its shape is given by the continued fraction
which has 2 * (q − p − 1) times the coefficient 1 and 2 * p times the coefficient 2, for a total of 2q − 2 coefficients. Since v i = v p−i , we have proved the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Every Markov number is the numerator of a palindromic continued fraction of even length.
The snake graphs obtained from a line on the once-punctured torus by the above procedure are called Markov snake graphs. These have first appeared in [Pr] . In the textbook [A] these graphs are called domino graphs. We can reformulate Theorem 4.1 as follows.
Corollary 4.2. Every Markov snake graph is rotationally symmetric at its center tile.
As a direct consequence we obtain the following. Proof. This follows directly from Theorems 4.1 and 3.9.
In general, the decomposition of an integer as a sum of two squares is not unique. The smallest 2 example is the integer 65 which is 8 2 + 1 2 and also 7 2 + 4 2 , and on the other hand 65 is the numerator of the continued fractions [8, 8] and [1, 1, 3, 3, 1, 1] . The smallest example among the Markov numbers is the Fibonacci number 610, which is 23 2 + 9 2 and also 21 2 + 13 2 . Note that 21/13 = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2] and its palindromification [2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2 ] is a Markov snake graph. On the other hand, 23/9 = [2, 1, 1, 4] and its palindromification [4, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 4] is not Markov.
4.1. Markov snake graphs in terms Christoffel words. We give another construction for the Markov snake graph. The line with slope p/q defines a lattice path, the lower Christoffel path, which is the lattice path from (0, 0) to (q, p) that satisfies the conditions (a) The path lies below the line segment from (0, 0) to (q, p).
(b) The region enclosed by the path and the line segment contains no lattice point besides those on the path. We give an example in the upper left picture in Figure 5 , where the line segment is drawn in blue and the lower Christoffel path in red.
The Christoffel word of slope p/q is obtained from the Christoffel path by writing the letter x for each horizontal step, and writing the letter y for each vertical step. In the example of Figure 5 , the Christoffel word is xxxyxxyxxy. We refer the reader to [BLRS] for further results on Christoffel words.
To obtain the Markov snake graph we use tiles of side length 1/2 and place them along the Christoffel path such that the horizontal steps of the Christoffel path become the south boundary of the snake graph and the vertical steps of the Christoffel path become the east boundary of the snake graph. Moreover, we leave the first and the last half step of the Christoffel path empty, see the upper right picture in Figure 5 .
Frobenius' uniqueness conjecture is equivalent to the conjecture that no two Markov snake graphs have the same number of perfect matchings. It is known that every Markov snake graph G determines a unique pair of Markov snake graphs G , G such that the three graphs form a Markov triple in which G is the largest graph. In fact G and G are subgraphs of G.
The description of the Markov snake graph in terms of the Christoffel path is useful to determine the two smaller Markov snake graphs G and G from G. The Christoffel path decomposes in a unique way as a concatenation of two Christoffel paths at the lattice point L that is closest to the diagonal, see [BLRS] . In our example, this point is the point (5, 2) and the Christoffel word factors as follows (xxxyxxy)(xxy). The Markov snake graphs G and G are the graphs of these shorter Christoffel paths.
We obtain G and G from the original Markov snake graph G simply by removing the 3 tiles that are incident to the lattice point L, see the bottom right picture in Figure 5 . In that example, the Markov triple is (2897, 194, 5) .
The mutation of the Markov triple (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) → (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 ) is given by the formula m 1 m 1 = m 2 2 + m 2 3 . The Markov snake graph G 1 of m 1 is also easily obtained from our picture. Let L, L be the lattice points that are closest to the diagonal from below and above, respectively. In our example, we have L = (5, 2) and L = 2 Note that 50 = 7 2 + 1 2 = 5 2 + 5 2 , however the expression 5 2 + 5 2 is not a sum of two squares according to our definition since gcd(5, 5) = 1. 4.2. Markov band graphs. Let m be a Markov number and G(m) = G γ its snake graph, where γ is the corresponding arc in the torus with one puncture. This arc starts and ends at the puncture. Moving its endpoints infinitesimally away from the puncture but keeping them together, we obtain a closed loop ζ. In other words, ζ is running parallel to γ except in a small neighborhood of the puncture, where ζ goes halfway around the puncture while γ goes directly to the puncture. There are precisely two ways of doing this, namely passing the puncture on the left or on the right. Both cases are illustrated in Figure 6 . In both cases, going halfway around the puncture creates three additional crossings with the triangulation. Notice that the two pictures with the curves γ and ζ are rotationally symmetric. Therefore both cases are essentially the same. We will also verify this now on the level of band graphs. The band graph G
• ζ of ζ has exactly 3 more tiles than the snake graph G γ of γ. In Figure 6 , we show the last 3 tiles of G γ in gray and the 3 new tiles of G • ζ in white. The black dots indicate that these vertices (respectively the edge between them) are identified with the two southern vertices (respectively the edge between them) of the first tile of G γ to form the band graph G length as the horizontal segments of G γ . In the second case, it is the first horizontal segment of G γ that is extended by two tiles and all other horizontal segments of G
• ζ are of the same length as the horizontal segments of G γ . However, since G γ is a palindromic snake graph, we see that the result in both cases is the same, and thus the band graph G Proof. The proof is a relatively simple computation with snake graphs. In Figure 7 , we show this computation in the case where m = 5, omitting single edge snake graphs since they have exactly one perfect matching. Let d be the number of tiles in the Markov snake graph G γ . Denote by G + the snake graph obtained from G • (m) by cutting along the glueing edge. Thus G + has d + 3 tiles and its initial d tiles form the Markov snake graph G γ . Let e be the first interior edge in G + that has the same sign as the glueing edge, and let e be the last interior edge in G + that has the same sign as the glueing edge. The self-grafting formula [CS2, Section 3.4 ] describes a relation between the band graph G
• (m) and its cut G + in the snake ring. It says that G + = G • (m) · (glueing edge) + G − , where G − is the snake graph obtained from G + by removing the tiles that precede the interior edge e and also removing the tiles that succeed the interior edge e . Since our snake graph G + is constructed from the Markov snake graph, we know exactly which tiles to remove, namely, G − is obtained from G + by removing the first 2 tiles and the last 3 tiles. Equivalently, G − is obtained from the Markov snake graph G γ by removing the first two tiles.
On the other hand, using the formula for grafting with a single edge from [CS2, Section 3.3 case 3], we also see that G + · (single edge) = G γ G + G − · (single edge), where G is the snake graph consisting of the last two tiles of G + and G − is the snake graph obtained from the Markov snake graph G γ by removing the last two tiles. In particular, the two snake graphs G − and G − are isomorphic, since the Markov snake graph is rotationally symmetric.
